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Course overview and outline: CRISPR and high content
• Part 1: Brief introduction of the technology
• Part 2: Use cases demonstrating the value of genome editing for
high content applications
– Creating a clean system
– Tagging a lysosomal enzyme
– Adding a differentiation marker into iPSCs

• Part 3: Workflows and technical how-to’s
– The knock-in (KI) path – tagging genes and adding reporters
– A look at functional genomics enabled by CRISPR-Cas
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Why is CRISPR-Cas important?

The platform provides a routine,
bench-level method that allows
scientists to manipulate mammalian
genomes
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High content imaging and CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome
editing: A powerful synergy for discovery biology
High content screening and analysis

Genome editing

Cellular
perturbation

•
•

Access to endogenous processes
Orthogonal functional tool to RNAi

•
•

Highly quantitative measurement of phenotypes
Hardware/software infrastructure allows for high
throughput biology investigations (automated)

Synergy in the technologies for creating highly physiologically relevant assays for novel
biology. Opportunity for high confidence in functional genomic discovery and validation.
Adapted from Hayer & Meyer Nature Biotechnology (2010) doi:10.1038/nbt0510-424
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Perspective: what can you do with CRISPR-Cas?
•
•
•
•

Knockout a gene of interest to create a clean system (cell line) to
exogenously express modified forms or look for synthetic phenotypes
Knock-in an epitope tag on a gene of interest (cell line) to allow for
monitoring of endogenous biology or generate and isogenic mutant line
Accelerate the generation of a rodent model (KI/KO) to have a source of
primary cells
Screen for gene modulation phenotypes with libraries of gRNAs much like
with libraries of siRNA or shRNA

Adapted from Mali et al., Nature Methods (2013) doi:10.1038/nmeth.2649
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CRISPR-Cas introduction: Nomenclature of genome editing
(keep this for reference)
•

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) – Programmable nuclease genome
editing technology discussed in this course

•

single guide RNA (sgRNA) – engineered RNA that programs the Cas9 nuclease to cut/bind a specific DNA
sequence (also called a guide, guide RNA, or gRNA)

•

CRISPR RNA (crRNA) – in non-engineered CRISPR systems, one of two RNA components. This one
recognizes the target DNA.

•

trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) – in non-engineered CRISPR systems this is the RNA that hybridizes with
the crRNA to program the Cas9 protein

•

Protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) – Cas9 specific DNA sequence that can precede or follow the target DNA
sequence allowing Cas9 to bind efficiently
CRISPR associated protein 9 (Cas9) – The classical Type II
protein found in bacteria that cuts DNA
Insertion and deletion (indel) – DNA modifications generated
from double strand breaks induced by CRISPR/Cas9
Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) – An error-prone doublestranded break (DSB) DNA repair pathway that is present
throughout the cell cycle but peaks in G2/M phase
Homology directed repair (HDR) or homologous recombination
(HR) - A double-stranded break (DSB) DNA repair pathway that
is most active during S phase. Uses a template to repair DNA
Donor (single-stranded ssDNA or double-stranded dsDNA) –
segment of DNA that is used with HDR
Ishida et al. (2015) Int. J. Mol. Sci.
single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs) – long
synthetic DNA used as a donor

•
•
•

•

•
•
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How engineered CRISPR tools work: A RNAprogrammable DNA endonuclease (spCas9)

•

Engineered Cas9 proteins carry one or more nuclease domains to be
amenable to mammalian/plant cell editing
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The basics of how most researchers are using CRIPSR-Cas
Nuclease-driven genome editing
The double-strand DNA
break is key to enhancing
the efficiency of editing
applications: KO and KI
Mutation

Knock-in of a sequence is
more difficult and there are
limitations on size of
inserts: (>3-5 kb is where
things can get dicey)
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Case study: the dream of a clean system fulfilled – CRISPR
mediated KOs support cell line engineering for imaging assays
• Aim: Determine the autophagic receptors
downstream of PINK1 and Parkin in
mitophagy after mitochondrial damage
• Method: CRISPR knockout all 5 of the
major receptors in HeLa and selectively
rescue single or combinations of receptors
• Results: NDP52 and optineurin are the core
receptors that recruit autophagic machinery
to damaged mitochondria

Genome editing allows
for the generation of
“clean” systems to test
hypotheses and clarify
pathways involved in
human disease
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Lazarou et al., Nature (2015) doi:10.1038/nature14893
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Case study: why go endogenous or what to do if you don’t
have a good antibody (more often than not)
• Aim: Determine the mechanistic link between folliculin (FLCN) related to
Birt-Hogg-Dubé syndrome and mTOR signaling, TFEB in response to
amino acid availability
• Method: With no good imaging antibody, employed overexpression of
tagged FLCN and its partner FNIP1 vs. CRISPR tagging of endogenous
FLCN to facilitate immunofluorescence studies under various cell states
• Results: Overexpression of FLCN gave a constitutively lysosomal
localization that was inconsistent with endogenous data. Found that o/e
was likely artifactual and masked the amino-acid dependent lysosomal
translocation of FLCN and mTORC1 regulation
Overexpressed FLCN

3XHA KI endogenous FLCN

Tip: CRISPR KO cell lines make for
the ultimate validation of Abs
Petit CS et al. (2013) J Cell Biol., doi: 10.1083/jcb.201307084
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Case study: tagging endogenous genes to create a reporter
system for embryonic stem (ES) cell differentiation
- Human iPSc and ES cell-based screening is of great
interest in phenotypic drug discovery
- However, iPSc differentiation is often difficult to
scale and produces heterogeneous populations
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Sluch et al., Sci Rep. (2015), doi: 10.1038/srep16595.

• Aim: improve the
differentiation of retinal
ganglion cells (RGCs) from
human ES cells
• Method: Use CRISPR to KI a
fluorescent reporter into an
endogenous gene that is only
expressed in mature RGCs
• Feature: Did not disrupt
BRN3B gene function
• Results: Allowed for a simple
and scalable method to purify
large quantities of mature
RGCs by FACS
• Enabled a HCS screen for
small-molecules that
enhanced RGC differentiation
yield
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Case study: Arrayed CRISPR screen using high content
analysis to focus on transfected sub-populations
• Aim: Identify genes
involved in nuclear pore
complex function with a
HCS assay
• Method: Developed a
CRISPR plasmid library
and used reverse
transfection of HeLa in 384
well plates. Compensated
for transfection variability
with sub-population
analysis and used T(-)
cells as well-level
phenotypic controls
• Results: As a proof-ofconcept, screen used
higher order phenotypic
classification and deep
phenotyped many potential
nuclear pore factors,
including known genes.
High content was
accomplished with a cell
stain, nuclear stain, and
nuclear envelope stain

de Groot et al. (2018) EMBO Molecular Systems Biology
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Editing for high content – a look at typical knock-in applications
CRISPR cut site

Example 1: Large knock-in to add FPs like GFP, Halo, etc.
5’UTR/Promoter

Exon1

2

Exon3

Exon4

3’UTR

Genomic DNA
Exon4 *

Left homology arm
(1kb)

Right homology arm
(1kb)

GFP

Donor plasmid
Don’t forget to eliminate the endogenous STOP codon!
5’UTR/Promoter

Exon1

2

Exon4 *

Exon3

GFP

3’UTR

Genomic DNA

Example 2: Small knock-in to add an epitope tag (eg. 3XFlag)

5’UTR/Promoter

Exon1

2

Exon3

CRISPR cut site

Exon4

*

3
X

Exon4 *

3
X

Genomic DNA
~40bp homology

5’UTR/Promoter

Exon1

2

Exon3

3’UTR
~40bp homology

ssDNA donor

3’UTR

Genomic DNA
*Silent mutations to block CRISPR-Cas cutting
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High content applications of genome editing: Where to start for
cell line engineering

•

Making a cell line as the basis of a HCS assay:
– DIY - start with basic tools from Addgene or one of the many vendors selling
CRISPR reagents
– Reagents made to order – Buy ready-made plasmids, mRNA, protein, and
sgRNA or viruses specific to your project. There are many vendors who can
help.
– Many outsourced providers of cell line editing are available

How will this cellular
reagent enable a HCS
assay?

13

Is it worth the 3 months+
needed to generate the
reagent?

How much
infrastructure do I have
to generate the
reagent?

Overview of a knock-in cell line workflow
Process: I want to knock-in a particular sequence into a gene of interest in a given cell line

Identify a
target cell line

Cas9, gRNA,
and donor
delivery to cells
at earliest
passage
possible

Determine KI
efficiency
and calculate
colonies to
14 screen

Prepare donor that
pairs with selected
gRNA (include
inactivation
mutations)

Begin
single
colony
expansion

Determine
delivery
strategy

Check
cutting/mutation
efficiency and
determine best
gRNA

Identify
clones with
knock-in

Design gRNAs
near knock-in site
Design either ssDNA,
dsDNA, or viral (nonintegrating) donor

Prepare
CRISPR
reagents

FACS/select for
transfected or
transduced cells
in population

Cas9+Guide
delivery to
cells

Sequence
allelic structure
of most
promising
clones

Functional validation
of several clones
and rescue if
possible. Check off14
targets (optional)

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Selecting a cell line
Identify a
target
cell line

•
•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

HEK293, HCT116, HeLa, and K562 cell lines are the most commonly
used and represent the simpler cell lines to edit
Choose a cell line that best captures your biology and is amenable to
high content imaging
– build a CRISPR delivery solution around it

•

Characterize your cell lines!
– Gene copy number, best method of transfection, capable of single cell
expansion, SNPs in gene of interest, and pseudogenes

•

Unless a primary cells such as fibroblast can undergo 20-30 doublings
without senescing, they are usually not amenable
– Consider iPSc when deep physiological aspects need to be captured
– ES/iPSc editing requires special workflows to maintain pluripotency
throughout the editing process
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Make sure you fingerprint/ID and mycoplasma test
your cell lines before starting a genome editing
workflow – garbage in, garbage out

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Delivery of CRISPR-Cas reagents to the cell
Identify a
target
cell line

Determine
delivery
strategy

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Design
gRNAs

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Plasmid DNA

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

Ribonucleoprotein complex

•
•
•

•
•
•

Electroporation
Lipid/chemical
complex
Nanoparticles

•

RNA Cas + RNA guide
•
•
•
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Electroporation
Lipid/chemical
complex
Nanoparticles

Electroporation
Nanoparticles
Lipid/chemical
complex
Active uptake tags

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Design of guide RNAs
Identify a
target
cell line

•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

gRNA design is an evolving science focused on:
– Improving cutting efficiency on the target
– Minimizing off-target cutting
– Understanding where is best to cut to achieve knock-out and knock-in

•

Basics for spCas9 – find a 20 bp sequence flanked by 3’ NGG
sequence (N = any base) in the first several exons of target gene
• Screen 3 or more guides to determine which has the best cutting
efficiency
crispr.mit.edu

Further reading:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Many more from
vendors such as
Genscript, GE,
DNA2.0, Thermo, etc.

Hsu et al., Nature Biotechnology (2013) DNA targeting specificity of RNA-guided Cas9 nucleases
Chari et al., Nature Methods (2015), Unraveling CRISPR-Cas9 genome engineering parameters via a library-on-library approach
Tsai et al., Nature Biotechnology (2015) GUIDE-seq enables genome-wide profiling of off-target cleavage by CRISPR-Cas nucleases
Doench
et al., Nature Biotechnology (2014) Rational design of highly active sgRNAs for CRISPR-Cas9–mediated gene inactivation
17
Xiao et al., Bioinformatics (2014), CasOT: a genome-wide Cas9/gRNA off-target searching tool.

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Donor design and pairing with gRNA
Identify a
target
cell line

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

•
•
•
•
Yang et al. Nucleic Acids Research, 2013
18 Ran et al., Nat Protocols 2013

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

Optimal arm length for oligo donors (ssODN) is 30-40 nt on each side of
mismatch, no more than 30 bp away from site of DSB.
Antisense strand is more efficient than sense strand as ssODN template
ssODN is in general higher efficiency than plasmid
Asymmetric oligo donors are emerging as a potential method to boost KI
efficiency (Richardson et al., Nat Biotechnol. (2016), doi: 10.1038/nbt.3481)

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Preparation of reagents
Identify a
target
cell line

•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

Providers make it easy to get everything you need pre-made:
– Synthetic sgRNAs (try at least 2-3 per target region)
– Cas9 protein – complex with sgRNA
– ssODN donors – order as purified oligo Ultamers

•

Larger integrations require cloning into minimal plasmid vectors
– Leverage gene synthesis for homologous arms
– Selectable antibiotic markers can be included when needed

•

In donors, remember to mutate the PAM/gRNA recognition sequence

Promega
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CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Delivery of CRISPR-Cas reagents to the cell
Identify a
target
cell line

•
•
•
•
•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Delivery will depend on the system of choice (plasmid, RNA, protein)
Goal: Achieve a high enough concentration for robust cutting to occur
Try titrating amounts of Cas9 and sgRNA to achieve optimal cutting
Incorporate donor DNA as a 3rd variable in the delivery equation
For plasmid, mRNA/RNA, and ribonucleoprotein, editing completes in
12-24 hours

If possible, include some
sort of marker to track
transfection or transduction
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Sequence
alleles &
Western

*CEL-I is an enzyme that can be used to quantify cutting after
genomic DNA PCR of target region (also see Surveyor)

Duda et al. (2014) Nucleic Acids Resource

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Select the population of cells that has the expression
Identify a
target
cell line

•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Check
cutting &
integration

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

Best practice: Use FACS to select a population of cells that are
expressing Cas9, sgRNA, and guide components
Transfected
cells

Non-transfected
•
•
•

For RNA: spike in EGFP mRNA if
performing mRNA delivery (5-10%)
For ribonucleoprotein: include
recombinant GFP) or FL-sgRNA
For vector: include FP in backbones

Collected
population

CRISPR All-in-one vector transfected

Use a functional selection whenever
possible:
• FACS on cell-surface protein staining
• FACS on presence of KI tag
• FACS on FL probe binding/levels
• Combine with antibiotic selection

J. Werner
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Duda K. Nucleic Acids Research (2014), doi: 10.1093/nar/gku251

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Understanding if your gRNAs work and KI screening

Check
cutting &
integration

•

Check for cutting: Restriction endonuclease method (AKA Restriction
Fragment Length Polymorphism - RFLP - Assay)

•

Use naturally occurring restriction sites or those that are introduced/destroyed via an HDR to determine
pool efficiency or screen colonies
PCR amplicons from genomic DNA for screening
gRNA

Unique Hpy99I cut site in the
PCR amplicons above
Sample from GAPDH design guide in ChopChop

1.) Purify gDNA from guide +/-Cas9 cell pools
2.) Select unique site as close to Cas9 cut site as possible
3.) Generate a small PCR amplicon around cut site from gDNA
4.) Cut PCR DNA with restriction enzyme and run out on DNA gel
For KI, include restriction sites in donor
sequence or use PCR to quantify KI
efficiency by PCR product size shift
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Cas9 - - + +
Enzyme - + - +

Gel image modified from Hruscha et al., Development (2013)

+ +
- +

CRISPR workflow for high content cell line engineering:
Single colony expansion
Identify a
target
cell line

•
•
•
•

Determine
delivery
strategy

Design
gRNAs

Prepare
CRISPR
and Donor
reagents

Cas9
Guide+
+donor
delivery

Select
cells with
expression

Single
colony
process

ID
mutant
clones

Sequence
alleles &
Western

Find a sgRNA with efficient cutting (aim for 10-40%)
Check for integration with donor (aim for 5-20+)%
Generate single clones - Why? For KI cell lines, heterogeneity of editing will
be problematic in pools (mix of mutants and non-mutants)
Based on integration efficiency (% of pool gDNA PCR with mutations)
approximate number of clones to screen

Integration efficiency:

Recommended number of
clones to screen to get hets

1%

100+

5%

50

10-20%
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*If you are getting < 1% KI efficiency, try additional
sgRNAs or including a donor containing a
selection marker is recommended
23

Check
cutting &
integration

FACS directly into 96-well plates: Try
plates of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 cells per well

Some final thoughts on editing for high content assays
•
•
•

•
•
•

So far, performance of CRISPR-Cas seems to be very dependent on
cell line/system and genomic target
Caution: Plasmid donors can integrate non-specifically into the
genome, especially when cutting efficiency is low or selection is used
Delivery, delivery, delivery – getting the components needed for
your specific genome editing project into the cell is typically the
biggest hurdle beyond the basic lines: HeLa, HEK293, HCT116
Start simple and develop a workflow that fits your needs – be ready
to handle colony screening (don’t go right to iPSC)
Always check your gRNA cutting efficiency (this is the #1 mistake)
Rescue your mutants/KOs to show that you don’t just have some
weird clone-specific phenotype
The genome editing technology frontier is changing so
rapidly it is important to regularly update methods
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Thanks & good luck
with your editing!
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